Insularity can play a crucial role in the development (or adoption) of endemic dialect structures. This claim is based on an analysis of the co-occurrence of preterit forms with the quasimodal used to, as in we used to went there all the time, in the dialect of English spoken on the South Atlantic island of Tristan da Cunha. The author argues that useta went structures most likely originated in second-language (L2) forms of English since some of the Tristan da Cunha settlers had nonnative competence of English. Two crucial stages need to be considered for an explanation of the emergence and development of such structures: an origination phase, which depends on nonnative influence and admixture with interlanguage forms, and a consolidation phase, which depends on the nonlinguistic conditioning of the community. The analysis is contextualized with reference to language acquisition and language-learning processes elsewhere.
they are linked via a nondiscrete number of varieties with a high degree of linguistic similarity.
Isolated communities have attracted considerable attention since Gauchat's (1905) pioneering study of the community of Charmey in the Swiss Alps. Dialectologists have focused intensively on enclave groups (e.g., Dorian 1981 Dorian , 1994 Poplack and Tagliamonte 1991; Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1995; Schilling-Estes 1997 , but see the discussion in Montgomery 2000) with the aim of investigating linguistic and sociolinguistic effects of geographic isolation. Crucially, enclave communities are situated outside the mainstream and often far from the central and focal points of linguistic innovation (Trudgill 1974; Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1998) . Isolated groups of speakers typically have reduced interaction and less contact with neighboring communities that maintain structurally similar dialects. This holds regardless of the geographical location of the respective community. Isolation is not categorically a correlate of dialect continua, as enclave communities can be aligned either along or outside a dialect continuum. Isolated dialects on a continuum would include Charmey French or Ocracoke English, both of which are varieties that are surrounded by similar dialects despite the fact that they are cut off by mountains or sea (Gauchat 1905; Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1997) . Dialects outside a continuum include transplanted varieties that, usually as a result of migration and colonization, are geophysically cut off from other dialects of the same language (e.g., transplanted varieties of English in Brazil [Montgomery and Melo 1990] or immigrant varieties of German in rural Pennsylvania [Hartman Keiser 2001) .
Existence outside (or lack of integration into) a dialect continuum is sometimes assumed to make isolated varieties particularly prone to develop communityspecific norms. Reduced face-to-face interaction with other speakers would make enclave communities more likely to have or retain exclusive features that are not shared with more mainstream communities. Unique (or "endemic") structures may be of two kinds. First of all, they can be retentive, the rationale being that limited interaction leads to conservative linguistic development, hence the myth that the Tristanians continue to speak a "Georgian dialect" in the form of early nineteenthcentury English (Schreier 2001) or that Shakespearean English has survived in the Appalachians (Montgomery 1998) . Second, they can be dynamic: the social implications of geographic isolation, particularly the minimized influence of a normenforcing standard, may lead to independent community-based developments, as discussed in Andersen (1988) .
1 By the same token, regardless of integration or isolation, genuinely endemic features are quite rare. The general consensus is that dialects differ quantitatively rather than qualitatively and that endemic features are rather infrequent. In the words of Wolfram and Thomas (2002, 39) , Very few of the dialect structures found in a given enclave community are unique to that variety; the vast majority of structures are found in other dialects as well, so that it is the combination of structures rather than individual structures that sets enclave communities apart.
The present article explores a qualitative difference that developed in the variety of English spoken on the island of Tristan da Cunha in the South Atlantic Ocean. I address the context that fosters endemic dialect features and argue that a dialect's alignment outside a continuum is perhaps the most important extralinguistic criterion that favors the genesis and stabilization of community-based innovations. The structure scrutinized here is the usage of past tense forms in combination with the English quasi-modal useta 2 in sentences such as (1) and (2).
(1) I useta went Nightingale with my father when I was a boy. (Speaker #38, seventy-two-year-old male) (2) My father-in-law useta came in every morning before he go down to work.
(Speaker #41, ninety-two-year-old female)
Structures of this type are not reported in native varieties of English around the world, perhaps with the exception of white U.S. Appalachian English, where Christine Mallinson (personal communication, 2002 ) finds a similar structure (Do you do much hunting? I used to did, but not now); however, she states that this feature occurs very rarely and is almost certainly idiosyncratic. Apart from this observation, I am not aware of any reports of tense-marked forms in this context. Therefore, structures of the useta went 3 type represent a unique qualitative characteristic of Tristan da Cunha English (TdCE). This raises questions concerning the historical evolution, functional or structural significance, and the motivation that underlie this construction. Why should hundreds of millions of native speakers of English say my father-in-law useta come, whereas a couple of hundred Tristanians in the middle of the South Atlantic Ocean regularly say my father-in-law useta came? How robust is useta, and what verbs can be tense marked in this context? Is this structure by nature retentive or innovative? How extensive is the amount of inter-and intraindividual variation? These are some of the issues addressed in this article. I also examine some syntactic and semantic properties of this form and begin by discussing the historical, linguistic, and sociolinguistic context in which useta went emerged.
Tristan da Cunha
The island of Tristan da Cunha currently has a population of 287 people. Situated along the maritime mountain ridge that divides the Atlantic Ocean longitudi-nally, it has at all times been one of the least accessible places on earth. There is no airfield, and the sea is therefore the only way to reach the island; moreover, only about eight to ten ships go to Tristan da Cunha each year, usually via Cape Town, some 1,800 miles east. The geophysical isolation is unparalleled as the closest settlement, Jamestown, St. Helena, is about 1,400 miles distant.
Settlement History
Even though it was discovered and charted by the Portuguese in the early sixteenth century, Tristan da Cunha was not settled until the 1790s, when the American fishing and whaling industry expanded to the South Atlantic Ocean (Brander 1940) . The first permanent settlement was installed in 1816, when the British admiralty formally annexed and integrated Tristan da Cunha into the British Empire (Crabb 1980) . Several adults stayed behind and founded the present-day population when the military garrison was withdrawn: William Glass, from Kelso, Scotland, with his South African wife and their two children, and Samuel Burnell and John Nankivel, two stonemasons from Plymouth, England (neither of whom stayed on the island long).
The population increased when shipwrecked sailors and castaways arrived. According to Earle ([1832 Earle ([ ] 1966 , an artist and naturalist who was stranded on the island in the mid-1820s, the early colony consisted of the Glass family; Richard "Old Dick" Riley, from Wapping, East London; Alexander Cotton, from Hull, Yorkshire; and Thomas Swain, from Hastings, Sussex. The late 1820s and 1830s saw the arrival of a contingent of non-British settlers, most notably several women from St. Helena (Taylor 1856 ), a number of European settlers (from Denmark and Holland) (Brander 1940) , and American whalers who came during the renaissance of the whaling industry in the 1830s and 1840s (Gane 1932) .
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the whale and seal trade declined quickly, and the community became increasingly isolated; in 1882, for instance, there was an average of two ships calling at Tristan da Cunha per year. The influx of new settlers decreased, and two sailors from Camogli, Italy, were the only newcomers in the second half of the century (Gane 1932) . The sociocultural isolation of Tristan da Cunha peaked in the early twentieth century; Evans (1994) notes that the community received no mail for more than ten years, and a minister reported in the mid-1920s that the children had never seen a soccer ball (Rogers 1925) . This changed in April 1942 when a British naval station was stationed on Tristan da Cunha to construct a meteorological and a wireless station. The contact with the outside world led to far-reaching social and economic changes (Munch 1945 (Munch , 1971 . The traditional subsistence economy was replaced by a paid labor force economy when a South African fishing company established a permanent lobster (locally referred to as "crayfish") industry on the island.
The changes were catalyzed in the early 1960s when a volcano erupted near the settlement. The entire community had to be evacuated and was forced to spend two years in exile in England. Upon their return, the community underwent quick modernization, and the Tristanians quickly adopted modern dress, dances, and entertainment. A new fishing accompany employed the entire local workforce. The living conditions improved considerably, and the 1970s and 1980s were a period of unprecedented economic prosperity. In recent years, the community has become increasingly open and exocentric. Today, the Tristanians have more extensive contacts than ever with the outside world. An overseas teaching program became available in England and on St. Helena (Evans 1994) , allowing teenagers to pursue secondary education off the island, and today, adults sometimes leave the island for further job training. The late 1990s saw extensive changes in telecommunication, as electronic mail, Internet access, and a public satellite telephone and television became available.
Linguistic Implications
A first and most important point is that, due to its geophysical isolation, Tristan da Cunha is to the utmost extent situated outside the various dialect continua of English. South African English and St. Helenian English, the geographically "closest" varieties, are more than 1,300 miles distant. Therefore, even though the community has become increasingly open and exocentric (Andersen 1988) in recent years, the local population has always had comparatively minimal face-to-face interaction with speakers of other dialects of English. By the same token, the genesis and formation of TdCE cannot be explained by geographic isolation alone, and an equally important point concerns its origins as a contact variety. As noted in Schreier (2001 Schreier ( , 2002 , several kinds of linguistic contact operated during the genesis and formation periods of TdCE, as the following varieties of English were transplanted to the island: several dialects of British and American English (which led to koinéisation, as outlined in Siegel 1997 and Trudgill 1986) , second-language (L2) forms of English (see below), and input from St. Helenian English, which may have undergone creolization and may be structurally similar to English-based creoles in the North Atlantic (Hancock 1991; Wilson 1997) . There is reason to speculate that TdCE primarily derives from British and St. Helenian English (Schreier 2002) , and it is certain that there was no direct language contact on Tristan da Cunha. There is firsthand evidence that all the Tristan settlers had at least some knowledge of English (Earle [1832 (Earle [ ] 1966 Taylor 1856) and that there was no pidginization and creolization on the island itself (Holm 1988; Sebba 1997) . For instance, a visiting captain described the English of the Dutch settler as "excellent" (quoted in Brander 1940, 157) .
As Zettersten (1969) points out, it is crucial that there was no indigenous population when the island was colonized and that the community's founders did not come into contact with preexisting language varieties. The English input varieties to the emerging TdCE were therefore dialects from the British Isles (the founders came from the Scottish Lowlands, East Yorkshire, East London, and Hastings), the United States (presumably from New England; Captain Andrew Hagan, the most influential American resident, was a native of New London, Massachusetts), and St. Helena. The first languages of the non-Anglophone settlers were Afrikaans, Danish, Dutch, and Italian, even though all of them had at least sufficient knowledge of English so that they could survive in an English-speaking environment.
Fieldwork and Sampling
During my six-month stay on Tristan da Cunha in 1999, I conducted sociolinguistic interviews with about forty-five residents and natives of Tristan da Cunha, ages between six and ninety-two years. The interview sessions were conducted either individually or in groups of up to four, in settings that were chosen by the interviewees; with one exception (an office in the local school), the recordings took place in the informants' living rooms or kitchens. All participants were informed of the purpose of my study, and the recording sessions followed no predetermined schemes (such as those set forth in Labov 1984) . My familiarity with the islanders allowed me to select a (usually local) topic that had raised the interviewees' interest prior to the interview, and the conversation would then move from this topic to other areas introduced by the interviewees. The aim of this interview technique was to engage in a natural conversation in a relaxed atmosphere and to obtain speech samples that were as casual and natural as possible.
This article aims at an explanation of the historical roots of useta went in TdCE, and it investigates the development of this structure in the crucial formation years of the local vernacular. Therefore, in order to shed light on the usage of preterit forms in the context of useta, I analyzed the speech of some of the oldest and least mobile speakers I recorded, namely, four men and two women. I focus on the speech of these individuals for three reasons. First, even though they are not illiterate, none of them received formal education: schooling in the 1920s and 1930s was restricted to some basic reading and writing skills, taught by foreign ministers who served on the island for varying periods of time (Evans 1994) . Second, all six were born on the island of Tristan da Cunha between 1906 and 1935 (i.e., before the British garrison was installed and the community opened up to the outside world). Crucially, all of their parents were born on Tristan da Cunha as well; to the best of my knowledge, none of the parents ever left the island. Third, the six speakers remained on the island until they were in their mid-twenties. None of them left the island until they were evacuated and spent the two "volcano years" in England. In fact, for four of these speakers, the 1961-1963 "volcano years" were the only occasion ever to leave Tristan da Cunha at all. The two others left the island on different occasions, either for medical treatment in Cape Town or, in the case of speaker #3, for short-term job training in England. At the time of the evacuation in the early 1960s, the six speakers were ages between twenty-six and fifty-four, which is important because it means that they left Tristan da Cunha considerably after the "critical period" of first-language (L1) acquisition (Goodluck 1991; Ritchie and Bhatia, 1999) . In other words, all of them had conscious knowledge and nativelike competence of the linguistic rules of their native dialect when they left Tristan for the first time and had to learn additional rules as postadolescents.
In sum, then, the six speakers investigated for this analysis have extremely low mobility and little formal education. According to the apparent time construct (Bailey et al. 1991) , the speech of these individuals ideally reflects the morphosyntactic patterning of early twentieth-century TdCE. Table 1 summarizes the social characteristics of the six speakers.
There is no general consensus on how long a koinéisation process should last and when the process of new-dialect formation can be said to be completed (Siegel 1997; Trudgill 1999) . Trudgill (1986) , however, speculates that the emergence of stable and focused norms in a koiné may take as little as three generations. The Tristan da Cunha colony was founded in 1816, and population growth started when the women from St. Helena arrived in 1827. Assuming a generation gap of about twenty years, the six speakers in question represent generations five and six of the community. Following Trudgill's time frame, a set of stabilized norms evolved by the time these speakers were born (i.e., within 80 to 100 years after the initial contact scenario). The present sample thus offers insights into the development of the useta went structure in nineteenth-century TdCE.
Delineating useta went
English makes a distinction in the grammatical expression of onetime events and repeated events (i.e., events that take place at regular intervals or on different occasions) (Comrie 1976; Leech 1987) . As Tagliamonte and Lawrence (2000) point out, English has a number of markers to denote habitual past aspect, such as used to, would, or the simple preterit form. Useta, perhaps the most frequent habitual past marker, may be paraphrased as "having been in the habit of something" or "a state or condition that existed in the past but does no longer do so at the time of speaking" (discussion in Jespersen 1949; Comrie 1976; Quirk and Greenbaum 1973) . Quirk et al. (1985, 136) describe useta as one of the "verbs whose status is in some degree intermediate between auxiliaries and main verbs" and offer the following definition: Schreier / Insularity and Linguistic Endemicity 255 Used to denotes a habit or a state that existed in the past, and is therefore semantically not so much a modal auxiliary as an auxiliary of tense and aspect. In formal terms, however, it fits the marginal modal category. It always takes the to-infinitive and only occurs in the past tense: She used to attend regularly. ['was in the habit of attending . . .'] I used to be interested in bird-watching. ['I was formerly . . .'] Used to occurs both as an operator and with DO-support. In the latter case, the spellings of use to and used to both occur, reflecting speakers' uncertainty of the status as a main verb: an uncertainty, that is, as to whether it is to be treated as an invariable form, like a modal auxiliary, or as a form with an infinitive, like a full verb. (140) TdCE useta has both the "formerly" and the "habitual" readings (i.e., it may occur in contexts that are in agreement with its usage elsewhere). In sentence (3), for instance, useta clearly implies a sense of "formerly, but not anymore." The one and only semantic interpretation of this sentence is that M. played the accordion at a given point or period of time in the past but no longer does so at the time of speaking: (3) M. useta play the accordion before but he got sick now, he had to stop, you see. (Speaker #41, ninety-two-year-old female)
By the same token, useta in TdCE may also denote habitual aspect in the traditional sense, as in (4) Sometimes we useta go round together, all around the beaches we useta go in them days. (Speaker #32, eighty-eight-year-old male) Town (1998) In these sentences, TdCE does not differ from other varieties of English where useta is used. However, TdCE useta has syntactic and semantic characteristics that have not been reported in other varieties. Consider the following sentences:
(5) We never had no good schooling . . . all we useta done was sums and a bit of reading. (Speaker #38, seventy-two-year-old male) (6) We useta go up the Caves twice to kill cattle with no tallies on. (Speaker #3, sixty-four-year-old male)
The co-occurring preterit form in sentence (5) is not in agreement with the grammatical setup of this construction elsewhere. In other words, it is not the case that useta in TdCE "always takes the to-infinitive" (Quirk et al. 1985, 136) . From a strictly functional point of view, the marking of past tense in this particular context is pleonastic-"past" reference is marked both in the morphology of useta and the main verb. We find differential semantic usage too. In sentence (6), useta, even though it conforms to general usage by taking a bare root, does not indicate habitual aspect. Rather, it refers to a past event that did not occur repeatedly or habitually but punctually: the co-occurring adverbial twice firmly marks the event of "going to the Caves" as nonhabitual (see further discussion below). Semantically, then, useta is not only a marker of habitual past in TdCE: even though we find the general usage of useta here, its set of structural and semantic properties is expanded.
It is true that useta always denotes past temporal reference and that TdCE does not have constructions like *she uses to go to the beach every weekend, which, as pointed out by Tagliamonte and Lawrence (2000) and Wright (2001) , was still found in earlier forms of English. Yet, how are we to explain the particular characteristics of useta went constructions here? What is the motivation behind marking main verbs for past tense in this context? How are we to account for the semantic extension of TdCE useta, so that it may refer to punctual events also? We obviously cannot point to other native-speaker varieties for a comparison; this feature appears to be unknown in contemporary forms of English around the world, and no native speaker of English outside Tristan da Cunha would say sentences like we useta had doctors in them days. Useta went is therefore a genuinely exclusive dialect feature, inasmuch as it represents a structure that is qualitatively distinct from all other varieties of English. This raises the question of whether useta went is by nature retentive or innovative: was it transplanted to Tristan da Cunha from elsewhere, or did it originate on the island itself? If this structure represents a relic form, then it was transported to the island in the first half of the nineteenth century and has its unique status only because it died out in the donor dialects that had it originally (a retention scenario would have it that useta went is a genuine relic form-the last of its kind, so to speak). Alternatively, this endemic structure may have originated on the island Schreier / Insularity and Linguistic Endemicity 257 itself as a result of linguistic processes that occurred during the contact and koinéisation stages of TdCE.
A number of issues are paramount for an explanation of the particular properties and origins of the useta went construction. For instance, we need to ask if markers and modals (such as useta) have dialect-specific characteristics in TdCE, and do they govern verbs differently so that they optionally co-occur as preterit or past participles? If so, why? Second, it is crucial to know how many and what kind of verbs may take preterit forms in this context-all verbs or just a few? I begin by looking into the main verbs that co-occur with useta and then go on to examine semantic aspects of this structure.
What Verbs?
A first step to investigate the function and origins of useta went is to identify the past tense forms that may co-occur in this context. What verbs are optionally marked with useta? The total of useta constructions in the corpus is 266, involving both regular (79) and irregular verbs (187); 64 of them (24.1 percent) have past tense reference. However, a first insight is that regular verbs are not marked, so that we do not find constructions such as the following:
(7) *I useta walked Burntwood quite a lot This is best explained by the fact that early twentieth-century TdCE lacked -ed tense for regular verbs altogether, presumably as a result of contact with a creolized form of St. Helenian English (Schreier 2001, 307) . Consequently, due to the absence of morphological tense marking, past tense and present tense forms are homophonous in the case of regular verbs, and it is simply impossible to identify if tense marking surfaces or not. Therefore, only irregular verbs may be marked with useta, and we find sentences such as (8): (8) I useta went Burntwood quite a lot. (Speaker #32, eighty-eight-year-old male)
The next question, then, is whether all irregular verbs with distinct past tense allomorphs occur with this marker or if this usage is restricted to some verbs only. Table 2 lists the irregular verbs figuring in useta constructions, broken down into bare root versus preterit/past participle forms 4 and arranged on a continuum from most marked verbs on the top to least marked verbs at the bottom. Table 2 indicates that useta went structures are fairly frequent. The total of sixty-four instances in this subsample involves the following eight irregular verbs: go, have, get, tell, take, do, come, and be. Even though the overall number of tokens is somewhat limited, we nevertheless gain some interesting insights into this structure. First of all, we note 258 JEngL 31.3 (September 2003) that not all verbs are marked equally often; all eight verbs are marked variably, even though some have a much higher tendency to be marked than others. We note considerable differences concerning the verb-specific marking rates: the frequency rates of marked forms range from 12.2 percent for go (useta go > useta went) to 95.5 percent for have (useta had > useta have). Clearly, the combination of preterit forms with useta does not depend on the overall frequency of verbs; have and go differ widely with regard to their marking rates, yet they are the most frequent verbs in the corpus.
The next question concerns the amount of intra-and interindividual variation with regard to this feature. Do all six speakers have this structure, and if yes, do they have the same amount of structures or only some of them? Does verb marking vary on an individual level, or do the six speakers not differ in their preference for marked/nonmarked forms? Even though the total number of tokens is not high (sixty-four), Table 3 indicates that all six informants have the useta went construction and that they also display considerable individual variation. Considering interindividual variation first, the application of past-marked forms is not categorical-the speakers differ both qualitatively (i.e., concerning the main verbs that may be optionally marked) and quantitatively (i.e., concerning the overall frequency of past forms of the same verb). First of all, some speakers mark verbs more often than others, the overall percentages ranging from 19.4 percent (speaker #41, n = 31) to 79.2 percent (speaker #38, n = 24).
5 Second, there is little agreement as to the verbs that may be marked. For instance, speakers #38 and #41 (i.e., those who have the highest overall rates) have past tense forms with six of the eight verbs in question. Speakers #32 and #19, on the other hand, have considerably lower rates and tense mark three verbs only. As for verb-specific marking rates, we note that have and come are the most robust verbs, representing the extreme end points of the +marked/-marked continuum, as illustrated in Consequently, we retain a number of points. Only a handful of irregular verbs may be optionally marked with useta; some of them are marked much more often than others. By the same token, individual speakers differ concerning what particular verbs they mark as well as how often they use particular preterit forms here. I will return to a discussion of these points below and go on to examine some semantic characteristics of this structure.
The Semantics of useta Quirk et al. (1985, 140) state that Standard English useta typically denotes a sense of temporal remoteness and that it has two principal meaning components, namely, habituality and anteriority. These are illustrated in (9) and (10). TdCE useta can very often be paraphrased as formerly or habitually. Sentence (11) carries the meaning of formerly, whereas (12) clearly has a habitual reading:
(11) One lady was real nice . . . she useta live way up Table Mountain in a flat and she took us up there one night. (Speaker #41, ninety-two-year-old female) (12) When they first useta go Nightingale they useta sleep in that long cave near the landing place. (Speaker #38, seventy-two-year-old male)
Consequently, in TdCE, the meaning of useta by and large resembles the usage in other varieties of English. However, there are also a few examples where useta features in contexts where other native speakers of English would not routinely use it. Consider, for instance, the following sentence:
(13) They useta take the boat, you know, what they useta call 'Longboat'.
(Speaker #38, seventy-two-year-old male)
The historic context of this sentence is as follows. Initiated by one of the Italian settlers who arrived in the 1890s, the craftsmanship of longboats has a longstanding tradition on Tristan da Cunha. The local men take great pride in building and maintaining their own sailing boats, which they use for the traditional sailing trips to Schreier / Insularity and Linguistic Endemicity 261 Nightingale Island. Each boat has its own name: Raffee, British Trader, Canton, and so forth, and one of them is simply called Longboat. Even though it has occurred once or twice that crews changed the names of their boats (for instance, to honor an expatriate), this particular boat has been called Longboat since it was built in the early twentieth-century. The paraphrase of sentence (13) Quirk et al. (1985) . The first meaning ("formerly, but not anymore") is unacceptable, as the state/event referred to by useta is not completed. Moreover, the habitual interpretation is not really adequate either. It does not make sense to paraphrase sentence (13) as "they were in the habit of." A habitual interpretation is blocked when the event/state referred to has always existed and never changed. It is debatable if people were once in the habit of doing something they in fact have never done differently and continue to do at the time of speaking. I would therefore argue that the habitual reading does not make sense in this particular context. We find the same conflict in the following sentence: Both the "formerly" and the "habitual" interpretations are inadequate, as tempestuous gales in the South Atlantic Ocean have always posed problems for the local potato industry. In fact, one of the most dramatic incidences occurred in May 2001, when some of the potato patches were destroyed by a hurricane and part of the annual crop was lost entirely. Further evidence of semantic broadening comes from examples in which TdCE useta carries punctual reference. However, it is interesting that we also find a few tokens where the time reference is nonhabitual (i.e., where useta refers strictly to onetime events). The following passage is an account of the dramatic loss of two longboats in the late 1950s, when two longboat crews were surprised on open sea by a sudden thunderstorm:
(15) When he got down Stony Beach he got catch in-between the two winds, he useta get the bubble and he got drift out. (Speaker #19, eighty-two-year-old male)
We find punctual reference in the next example also:
(16) The cows never had no tallies on so when we was out here we just useta slaughter one when we was want it. We useta go up the Cave twice to kill cattle. (Speaker #3, sixty-four-year-old male)
The time adverbial twice identifies the action as nonhabitual. Consequently, the speaker was not in a habit of going to the Caves to kill the cattle whose ownership could not be ascertained. We thus retain that useta in these contexts still denotes past reference and habitual aspect, as it does everywhere else in contemporary English; notwithstanding, it may additionally carry iterative aspect, which is unknown in other forms of English.
To sum up, then, a number of reasons suggest that useta in TdCE has different structural and semantic properties than it has elsewhere. It is grammatically different in that it may co-occur with bare root (17), preterit (18), and past participle forms (19): 7 (17) We useta be up in the factory doing the fish. (Speaker #41, ninety-two-yearold female) (18) That was his job, he useta took the observation team round. (Speaker #19, eighty-two-year-old male) (19) At Foley I useta done switches on electric blankets (Speaker #5, sixtyeight-year-old female)
Semantically, TdCE useta is more extensive than it is in other varieties. While still strongly carrying the "traditional" readings, it has undergone some semantic broadening, so that (a) it can occur in contexts where neither the "formerly" nor the "habitual" readings are adequate, and (b) it can refer to real-time events that occurred only once or twice. How can we interpret this to explain the combination of past tense forms in the context of useta?
Discussion
A first question concerns the historical status of useta went, namely, whether it is by nature retentive or innovative. According to the "relic assumption," as discussed in Andersen (1988) , the demographics of small isolated communities are particularly favorable toward the retention of archaic features, no matter if they are socially distributed or idiosyncratic. Therefore, this feature may have existed historically in British, St. Helenian, and/or American English, without ever being overtly commented on. According to such a scenario, the useta went construction might have been transplanted to Tristan da Cunha via one of the founders of the colony and retained when the local dialect evolved. However, I think that this is quite implausiSchreier / Insularity and Linguistic Endemicity 263 ble, as there is no evidence whatsoever of its presence in the donor varieties (for instance, useta went is unknown to native speakers of St. Helenian English). Alternatively, I would suggest a different explanation, namely, that useta went originated in independent community-based processes on the island of Tristan da Cunha itself.
I base this claim on reports of similar structures in several nonnative varieties of English. The sociohistorical context of the community is suggestive that a number of contact processes occurred more or less at the same time and that various dialects of English, L2 forms of English, and a putative English-based Creole were brought to the island almost simultaneously (even though it is crucial to remember that all the settlers had at least some competence in English). This leads me to argue that useta went structures originated in contact-induced processes or, in other words, that they are a product of generalized tense-marking rules, representing the result of substratum influence or transfer from input varieties other than English. Wolfram (1974) , for instance, reports a distinct (yet quite similar) process of past tense marking in a contact scenario involving English and Spanish. Studying the variety of English spoken by members of the Puerto Rican community in New York City, Wolfram finds similar marking phenomena in negative sentences that contain the auxiliary didn't. This is exemplified by the following sentences (Wolfram 1974, 158) :
(21) I didn't meant to say it that way.
Surrounding varieties of English cannot account for this feature; they simply do not have it. To complicate matters, "there is no direct influence from Spanish that might account for this pleonastic past tense marking, since tense marking of this sort does not occur in Spanish" (Wolfram 1974, 159) . Wolfram (1974) explains this feature, which he simply refers to as "pleonastic tense marking," as a temporary by-product of L2 learning. Wolfram argues that pleonastic marking of this type is quite common in the interlanguage (Selinker 1972) of Puerto Rican adults who learn English as a foreign or second language. With regard to the didn't did structure, it is crucial that the expression of negativity differs drastically in the two languages in contact. Most notably, English requires do-support for the formation of negative sentences: when a main verb occurs in negative past tense, it is always the do auxiliary that is marked and not the main verb (she went for a walk vs. she didn't go for a walk). Spanish, on the other hand, does not require do-support and has consequently no tense-marked auxiliaries. Spanish has therefore a completely different mechanism inasmuch as the main verb is categorically marked for past tense (no fue en el jardin-*he wentn't to the garden). Wolfram (1974) speculates that, in a first stage, native speakers of Spanish substitute the Spanish negative no for the English negative past tense auxiliary didn't, producing sentences such as he no eat the food. Such sentences are characteristic of rudimentary levels of a learner's interlanguage; they are not marked for tense and represent a "pidginized stage of language learning with respect to tense and negation" (Wolfram 1974, 160) . A second stage occurs when the English rule for past tense marking is learned (both for regular and irregular verbs). It is at this stage that native speakers of Spanish begin to mark the main verb, while continuing to use the negative marker no (in agreement with past tense marking in Spanish). At this level of competence, speakers would produce structures such as he no ate the food. When the English negative past tense auxiliary didn't is acquired in a later stage, the main verb may continue to be variably marked for past tense. Pleonastic tense marking, as in he didn't ate the food, may thus be the result of language-learning processes and reflect a continuous learning process and the development of a learner's interlanguage. Wolfram (1974, 160) concludes, In a sense, this sort of pleonastic past tense marking is simply a case of hypercorrection, in which a false analogy results in the placement of a form where it is not required by the rules of the language.
Wolfram's finding is strengthened by the fact that pleonastic marking of this kind is not restricted to the Puerto Rican community of New York City. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that this phenomenon is more widespread and that it appears in interlanguages with English as a target in many more contexts. For instance, Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982, 138 ) list a similar structure, which they refer to as "double marking" ("two items rather than one are marked for the same feature, as in *she didn't went"), and consider it to be common in L2 learners of English (therefore, such processes may operate regardless of a learner's native language):
In a sentence where an auxiliary is required in addition to the main verb, the auxiliary, not the main verb, takes the tense. Learners who have acquired the tensed form for both auxiliary and verb often place the marker on both, as in . . . "we didn't went there." (Dulay, Burt, and Krashen 1982, 156) Since I started research on structures of this type, I encountered pleonastic past tense marking (e.g., did you won?) in informal conversations with speakers of English as L2 whose native languages were Akan, Swiss German, and Mandarin (the speakers were born in Ghana, Switzerland, and China), and these informal observations strongly support Dulay, Burt, and Krashen's (1982) contention.
By the same token, Erik R. Thomas (personal communication, 2000) reports redundantly marked verbs with WH question words in the speech of a two-year-old Schreier / Insularity and Linguistic Endemicity 265 child. Among others, he notes sentences such as Where did you found it? and Mom, what did you said? Even though an individual case study does not legitimize speculations on wider manifestations of such structures, Thomas's observations are important inasmuch as they suggest that marking strategies of this type may be operative in child language acquisition as well. This area clearly awaits further research; the interface between language learning and language acquisition provides an exciting avenue of exploration, particularly as L1 and L2 varieties may share or develop identical features not found in (or, maybe better, lost from) the speech of native speakers.
To conclude, then, what can we infer from all these findings in order to pinpoint the origins and subsequent development of redundant marking with useta on Tristan da Cunha? Following Wolfram (1974) and Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982) , I consider TdCE useta went as a feature of second-language learning. In a trajectory similar to the one outlined for Puerto Ricans in New York City, tense marking with useta in TdCE most likely originated in adult learning processes. The normalization and stabilization of this structure was favored by the colony's social composition in the nineteenth century. The community was a melting pot in which contact processes of all kinds co-occurred extensively (Schreier 2002) . Language learning and language acquisition took place simultaneously: the non-Anglophone adults learned English as a foreign language at the same time as the first generation of native Tristanians acquired English as a native language. English was clearly the target language for the first generations (if otherwise, the community would not have been reported to be entirely English speaking in the 1850s). However, there was some transfer of interlanguage phenomena, and the case of useta went illustrates that (at least some) nonnative structures were selected when TdCE was formed and stable norms emerged. A similar explanation can be offered for the semantic broadening illustrated above. Nonnative competence in English may lie at the basis of the few examples where TdCE useta may refer to punctual events also. However, the omnipresent "formerly" and "habitual" interpretations are still preeminent in TdCE; the extended meaning components are certainly in addition to the two well-established meanings and not a substitution.
Conclusion
I conclude that TdCE useta went originated in learning processes of English as a second or foreign language. This structure thus represents the product of "imperfect" learning, as there obviously was "placement of a form where it is not required by the rules of the [target] language" (Wolfram 1974, 160) . The genesis of this form in TdCE is practically identical to the one discussed in Wolfram (1974) . When the non-Anglophone settlers learned English on Tristan da Cunha, they did not master 266 JEngL 31.3 (September 2003) the grammatical rule that useta always takes the bare root, as a result of which they developed redundant past tense marking. This is where the similarities end, however, and we note a major difference between Puerto Rican English (or other interlanguages) and Tristan da Cunha English, and this difference concerns the essentially dynamic character of such structures. Selinker (1972) stresses that L2 phenomena depend on the development of the interlanguage; they are highly dynamic, variable, and may be short-lived, depending on the gradual or abrupt increase in linguistic competence. "Imperfect" structures may therefore disappear quickly as the learner's knowledge of the target grammar advances. This is evidenced by Erik R. Thomas's (personal communication, 2002) observation that the child, whose speech he is in the process of analyzing, no longer produced redundant marking after the age of three. Therefore, TdCE differs from all other varieties with similar marking phenomena in that it is the only native variety of English that has redundant marking of this type. How can we account for the fact that it survived?
Maybe it is better to address this question by asking why such structures are short-lived in L1 and L2 forms of English. Two explanations I would put forward are by nature cognitive and social. From a cognitive standpoint, one could argue that individuals notice that some of the structures they produce are nonexistent in the models available to them (e.g., parents' speech); didn't did constructions disappear as learners subsequently apply rules conforming to the target. A social consideration would have it that perceptually salient structures, such as What did you saw? (no matter if found in an interlanguage or in a child's L1), are noticed and "corrected" by parents/peers or in educational contexts. Because they are absent in adult speech, such structures invite open comment and may become subject to change from above on the part of the speakers who have them. Nevertheless, whereas this might explain why these structures are relatively short-lived, we are still left to offer arguments why useta went is so extraordinarily long-lived on Tristan da Cunha. How can we explain that it has become normative in a variety that is spoken natively?
The survival of this structure is best explained by a combination of criteria that primarily involve language-learning processes and geographic isolation. Factors that have to be taken into account include extensive contact with non-Anglophone settlers and substantial input from nonnative varieties of English, restricted formal education and absence of a norm-enforcing language authority, limited outmigration, and interaction with other communities. I argue that it is under these conditions that interlanguage-derived structures have a chance to survive the nativization and stabilization processes. The explanation I put forward is therefore twofold, and it is primarily based on the mechanisms of interlanguage progression brought about by L2 learning of English. A first step, the origination phase, obvi-3. I will continue to refer to this structure as useta went, even though, as we will see in the analysis below, other verbs may be tense marked too in this context. 4. Even though I stress that some cases may be ambiguous, participles such as done and been function as preterits in many vernacular varieties of English, and this makes it difficult to adequately assess their status in such contexts.
5. I considered only those cases where verbs may be marked (i.e., when useta co-occurs with the eight verbs listed above).
6. However, I will not pursue this issue, as the low number of tokens in some cases does not allow for general claims. For instance, only two speakers have five or more cases of useta have/had, which is not sufficient to generalize conclusions.
7. Unless, of course, done functions as a preterit form here as it does in practically all vernacular varieties of English (e.g., Cockney English I said . . . well then, put a dressing on, so she done that) (Hughes and Trudgill 1996) . It is noteworthy that it only occurs with past participles that can occur as preterits (e.g., we don't get *they used to taken two trips).
8. Having said this, it is impossible to reconstruct if the useta went structure was transplanted to Tristan da Cunha via the Dutch or Danish settlers or if the first generations developed this feature independently. In other words, even though I am somewhat inclined to argue in favor of interlanguage fossilization, I admit that we will never know if it originated in L2 learning or L1 acquisition. Maybe, and in my opinion this is perhaps the most likely scenario, it originated in both, which reinforced the normalization of this structure and enhanced its chances of survival.
9. I should note here that useta is not the only context where we find pleonastic tense marking in Tristan da Cunha English (TdCE). Other contexts in which I found such marking include, for instance, had to V, was gonna V, or would never V. In an earlier analysis of TdCE, Zettersten (1969, 82) documented one additional context: begin to V, as in the example then we begin to thought. These contexts are subject to further research and will be reported in a forthcoming publication.
